
Becoming Self-reliant 
Our students travel to school from all over the Delaware Valley, which gives Catholic High a rich geographic 
diversity. Located in the heart of Philadelphia, Roman is accessible from all areas of the City and surrounding 
counties by way of mass transit: bus, subway, El, and regional rail. All SEPTA, PATCO, and NJ Transit lines are 
within walking distance of the campus. For many students, arranging their own travel is a part of the maturation 
process in growing from a boy to a young man. Students attend Roman not because they have to, but because 
they want to! With all this, Roman has a unique student population that is diverse, committed, and self-reliant.

Determining your Path
Every student is unique and deserves the opportunity to grow and explore. Roman provides an environment 
where students are nurtured, challenged, and mentored – to explore new ways of thinking, of growing in self-
discovery. Roman students form a true brotherhood, where individual character, honesty, and accountability is 
essential to forming an independent and promising future. 
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Anthony Kafel ’20, Notre Dame University
“Roman gave me the tools necessary for the next steps in life. I have found college 
life is very challenging. Yet the personal discipline and academic skills needed 
to excel in my class work, studies, and personal life started at Roman. I owe the 
school, my fellow classmates, and faculty a debt of gratitude for the success I’ve 
had so far, and hopefully for the success that will come in the future.”

Amondo S. Clayton ’17, West Chester University
“Roman prepared me not only for college but for life. In college, I was prepared to be 
a student activist and leader of many clubs and organizations. The curriculum and 
procedures practiced in my time at Roman helped me be successful at the next level. 
My career will be one dedicated to serving the underprivileged and underserved in 
the technology field.”

Claudio Hassan ’19, Temple University
“Through my four years at Roman, I’ve learned that many times failure is truly the 
best teacher. There have been times when I’ve struggled academically, socially, and 
athletically. But the Roman teachers and coaches were always there, offering support, 
guidance, advice and at times, tough love that have bolstered my growth in self-
confidence. I have learned from my mistakes and achieved beyond my expectations.”

Sean McLoone ’24
Travels 11 miles from Glenside  
to Roman
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“Traveling to and from school 
every day has helped me develop 
a stronger sense of independence 
and confidence. During my 
journey, I experience all that 
Center City has to offer, and I 
have had the opportunity to meet 
a diverse group of people, which 
would never have been possible if 
I attended a neighborhood high 
school.”


